Regulation of cell division in bacteria by monitoring genome integrity and DNA replication status.
All organisms regulate cell cycle progression by coordinating cell division with DNA replication status. In eukaryotes, DNA damage or problems with replication fork progression induce the DNA damage response (DDR) causing cyclin-dependent kinases to remain active preventing further cell cycle progression until replication and repair are complete. In bacteria, cell division is coordinated with chromosome segregation preventing cell division ring formation over the nucleoid in a process termed nucleoid occlusion. In addition to nucleoid occlusion bacteria induce the SOS response after replication forks encounter DNA damage or impediments that slow or block their progression. During SOS induction Escherichia coli expresses a cytoplasmic protein, SulA that inhibits cell division by directly binding FtsZ. After the SOS response is turned off, SulA is degraded by Lon protease allowing for cell division to resume. Recently, it has become clear that SulA is restricted to bacteria closely related to E. coli and that most bacteria enforce the DNA damage checkpoint by expressing a small integral membrane protein. Resumption of cell division is then mediated by membrane bound proteases that cleave the cell division inhibitor. Further, many bacterial cells have mechanisms to inhibit cell division that are regulated independent from the canonical LexA-mediated SOS response. In this review, we discuss several pathways used by bacteria to prevent cell division from occurring when genome instability is detected or before the chromosome has been fully replicated and segregated.